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- 7 - million to cover creek

First ...the good news. Work will begin in the very near future on the City of
Unley's biggest and costliest capital works for years - the
will see Glen osmond creek covered over from Henrv codd

The $5million- plus scheme, which has attracted a very welcome grant of $2.3million from Federal
Government, will link the existiag_sindsor Stqqell-jleql Trail_wrth_tbq_c,harlellan.e_reserve on the _
weGrnaiffi

It's been a long time coming, and I have
been advocating the project for four or five
years, despite sharing with some residents their
preference for the creek to remain open and be
restored as much as possible to its natural state.

That, unfortunately hasn,t been
possible, as the risk of flooding has steadily
risen with major residential development
apstream and s subsequent increase in
stormw ater w ater r un-off,

Now foi the BAD news...especially if,
like me, you've a love-affair with pepper trees.

Among the 128 trees which will have to
go (out of a total of 260), are SEVENTEEN
significant trees --- most of them pepper trees.

Public consultation, which included a
widespread mail-out, a Civic Centre meeting
and three site meetings, drew attention to the
major tree removal ( at that stage 114), but
failed to explain the need to remove the pepper
trees, all but two of which are between the
Henry Codd Reserve and Porter Street. Maybe
I'm wrong, but I don't think public support for
the plan would have been so overwhelming if
that fact had been made public.

That aside, the other GOOD news is that
Council has insisted that the disappearing

flood avoidance plan that
Reserve to Unley Road.

growth will be replaced by many mature trees
among a total of more than 20,000 plantings.

During redevelopment, the walkway will
have to be closed for extended periods because
of the heavy excavation equipment required.

Mollie and Piper, my faithful border
collie walking companions, will have to find
other sites to sniff...

Who will wear
the red dress?
It's election time...for the third time this

__yar. FirsAe Sme, now the Federq! uy1fu
(in November) the ftght for seats on
Unley Council.
I have flagged my intention to stand again for
Parkside Ward, and will be asking for your
support...with the usual promise of no stobie pole
posters or intrusive door-knocking.
Meanwhile, on the red dre,ss scene, there is likely
to be a three-way tussle for the mayoral gown and
gold chain.
Incumbent Richard Thorne has still to formally
announce his candidacy, while Goodwood South
Councillor Les Birch and Unley Park Councillor
Lachlan Clvne are definite starters.

Written, authorised and hand-delivered by Council lor Mike Hudson, JP,
44aBlyth St., Parkside. Tel 83577496 or mhudson@em.unley.sa.gov.au



Our rate rise
fs one of
metro's lowest

As predicted in my last 'oViewpoint",

Council has been able to hold its rate
rise to 4.2 percent...one of the lowest
increases among metropolitan councils.

Burnside imposed a 4.75oh rise. Marion and
West Torrens settled on 5.07o. Mitcham went
for 5.7oh, and Prospect for 6"h. Playford
topped the poll with ll+%o!

A11 those figures are for the TOTAT rate income,
and taking into account the number of extra rates
notices issued to new buildings (the term used is
"natural growth") the average rate 'rise per
household in Unley is much closer to 4o/o. Having
said that, if your house has been revalued upwards
by the Valuer General, then that figure may not
apply.

When you read your rates notices, you will see
that there is a sum included for the levy imposed

Roll up ?rcr some
friendly bowls...
Looking for a sp-ort that is very sociableo
not too strenuous and inexpensive?

Look no fuither...Sturt Bowling Club has
the answer.

All you have to do is contact the club at
www.sturtbowlingclub.com.au, if you have

haven't already received the
invitation mailed out throughout the
Parkside ward of Unley Council in the past
few weeks, and ask for details of the
"Introduction to bowls" course.

Bowls is a booming business at the Unley
Oval, with 7.p.m. sessions on Tuesday. and
Thursday evening throughout the summer.

on ratepayers by the Natural ResourcEs
Management Board. That is something we are
forced by State Govemment to collect.

Unley ratepayers suffered the biggest increase in
the levy, a whopping l9-plus percent! An added
insult, considering that in retum for providing the
NRMB with more than $3million in the past five
years we have received just $72,000 in project
funding.

Meanwhile, full details of the way in which your

rates are spent are available in the latest edition
of "(Jnley Life". Copies are available at the Civic
Centre and CommunitY Centres.

Parking limits
and better footpath
protection

There's no point in having parking
restrictions if you don't have enough
resources to police them. And there have
been so many limits and bans introduced
in recent times -- for the protection of
Unley residents against all-day commuter
motorists - that our parking inspectors
have had their work cut out.

Which is why I moved at the July Council
meeting for an extra officer. My Council
colleagues supported me unanimously.

I also regeived unanimous support for my
proposed solution of a problem which is
growing worse as we get more and more
housing redevelopment in Parkside (and
throughout Unley).

That's the way in which footpaths are
rendered impassable by the trenches and
missing pavers left for 4ponths at a time by
building contractors.

My solution? Large sheet-metal plates
which could cover the trenches and muddy
expanses. Not only would pedestrians not be
ineonvenienced for unacceptably long
periods, but the cost of eventual footpath
restoration could be minimised.


